
GAA Committee Meeting 11/08/2020 @ 9.00pm 

 

Those Present – Aoife Roche. Owen Murphy, Aidan Whelan, John Whelan, Declan O’Leary, Ger 

Corrigan, Keith Barrett, Eddie Rowe, Lar Leacy, Joe Cullen, Paul Murphy, Liam Buttle 

 

Apologies –  

 

Aoife read the minutes of the previous meeting (20.07.20) 

 

Signage 

64 signs sold & most people have paid.  

 

200 Club 

Model county Tickets ready to be collected. All agreed that we would try to sell over the phone 

where possible & avoid calling door to door. We will have to call to come people that are paying by 

DD to get them to sign the mandate.  

 

Transfers  

A family have moved to the parish and it was agreed that we would ask them if they would be 

interested in joining the club & playing for Blackwater.  

 

Finance 

2 physio bills received (from Pat Quigley €40 & Denis Corrigan €30). Discussed & not approved. All 

agreed that Keith was going to talk to James Donoghue to check if he approved the physio visits.  

€100 A&E bill for Darren Byrne, All agreed okay to pay. 

Jack Nobbs sent in a bill for a scan. All agreed okay to pay less membership.  

€270 & €260 taken in on the gate at 2 home junior games. After paying the referee and physio each 

night we are left with €125.00.  

 

Pitch 

2 nets for the goals for the back pitch have been ordered. Owen has also ordered 2 sets of flags.  

Joe Cullen asked about buying a sprayer. Curracloe have one & we will take a look at it. Need to have 

somewhere secure to store it.  



We need to look into spiking, sanding & spraying the pitch. Eddie is going to ring Gary Flood about it 

tomorrow.  

John W will talk to Eamon about painting the posts.  

 

Masts 

Owen tried to contact the company about the masts but couldn’t get through to anyone.  

 

Irish Water Bills 

Trying to contact James Cash to see what size tank we would need if we were to get one.  

 

Fundraising 

Ger Corrigan suggested drive in bingo might be a good fundraiser. Liam Buttle said that that hall 

committee had discussed doing it.  

 


